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Auto-encoders
Why is this interesting? 
1. Explicit representation layer 
2. Flexible architectures handling variety of data structures 
3. *Forcing to maintain the information — core of lots of tasks 

    (fun paper reference: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.02950.pdf)

Basic components: 
1. encoder 
2. h  
3. decoder 
4. loss functionality h

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1712.02950.pdf


Auto-encoders
Why is this challenging? 

- how much information can h carry? 

Think of these two cases: 
- the encoder and the decoder as a composition learns an identity function 
- even when the hidden state is of 1D, the decoder could play a role of a 

look-up function, which just inventory all the samples.

h



What can we do? 

- sparsity prior 
- de-noising 
- contrastive prior 
- variational prior 

This talk is going to be about how to restrict information content of h.

Auto-encoders



Auto-encoders
For instance, a VAE does the job by imposing a Gaussian prior 
distribution on the code space: 

As much as this is limited, 
- the prior distribution has to be gaussian 
- setting the KL term to 1 is often not good enough — smaller / 

annealing the term 
- “posterior collapse” problem 

(figure is from https://www.cs.princeton.edu/courses/archive/spring17/cos598E/
alex.pdf)

https://www.cs.princeton.edu/courses/archive/spring17/cos598E/alex.pdf
https://www.cs.princeton.edu/courses/archive/spring17/cos598E/alex.pdf


Auto-encoders
One step further, Adversarial Auto-encoder (AAE) abstracts away by 
using a discriminator to enable the usages of other prior distributions. 



Adversarially-
regularized AE
learning the prior; text style-transfer 

text-GAN modeling



ARAE
Model architecture

Specific parametrization: 
seq2seq model (with teacher forcing) / MLPs for both g and f. 



ARAE
Model architecture (Ext)

Model extension for text style transfer: 
- Double decoders (Flipped during inference) 
- Class invariant loss



ARAE
Losses



ARAE
What happened during learning? (On SNLI)

Conclusion: 
ARAE forces the h space to be like a “contraction”—in some 
sense, just a contrastive auto-encoder would do, for discrete 
strcutures, where no Jacobian can be used.



ARAE
What does this give us? — Good representation

Auto correction

Semi-supervised SNLI



ARAE
What does this give us? — Style-transfer



ARAE
Learning prior: 
- better performance and easier training than VAE / AAE 
- We didn’t really observe the posterior collapsing 
- Say, if we want to do style transfer with these models—too much work 

for the encoder to both match the class-invariant critic and a Gaussian 
prior. 

- Basically, my take on of this is  that the fixed prior gives too much 
pressure to the posterior.



ARAE
What does this give us? — text-GAN



QA 
(there’s a second part…)



Error-encoding 
Networks

video prediction with guaranteed multimodality



Video prediction
Why do we care about this? 
- Predictive learning 
- The way to teach our agent to know about the states of the world 
- Planning / Model-based RL aiming for sample complexity 

What do we know about this by now? 
We want to have a model to handle uncertainty.  
- GANs seem to work, although in theory it should have worked much better 
- VAEs? Well I have not got very much successful experience with this 
- Ranking loss 



EEN
Two things we want to sell: 
- Encoding the error where the prediction is off 
- Non-parametric sampling (There’s actually a lot of this to dig into.) 

*Here: the error itself is a way to restrict information content of z.



EEN



EEN

The shape of the object is a bit off—perhaps is due to the linear 
assumption on the residual. 
- For instance, if the object falls over, then the residual doesn’t carry 
enough information to represent the transformation.



EEN - eval with non-parametric sampling 



Discussion
A few interesting directions one may want to dig into: 
1. Apply this to model-based RL or planning problem :) 
2. Better non-parametric sampling? 
3. Can we use this model to infer the action? It would be useful for 

cases where not enough action information is needed, i.e. 
imitation learning 

4. Deep Hierarchical EEN



Thank you!
(happy holidays!)


